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The development of analysis methods for severe accidents in nuclear reactors is a key issue 
for nuclear safety. It is difficult to estimate the behaviors of several phenomena in reactor acci-
dents, such as the melting and relocation of structural materials, the spreading of corium on the 
ground, and the molten core concrete interaction (MCCI), because they involve large changes of 
the geometry. In the present study, a new method was developed to simulate these phenomena 
by using a moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method with models for surface tension, rigid 
bodies, melting and freezing, heat conduction, interfacial heat transfer, and heat radiation. As 
benchmarks, the melting of a metal cylinder on a hot plate and the freezing of a molten metallic 
drop in a coolant are simulated. The characteristic behaviors in each experiment agreed well 
with the simulation results, which indicates that the developed method is applicable for simula-
tion to evaluate the behavior of corium in severe reactor accidents.

KEYWORDS: severe accident simulation, MPS method, heat conduction, heat transfer, 
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I. Introduction
A detailed study of the progress and constituent steps of the reactor accidents that occurred 

in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Units 1–3 of Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 
and TMI-2 is essential from the viewpoint of ascertaining the status inside the reactor after the 
accident and determining the measures for prevention of severe accidents in the future 1). For 
an investigation of such severe accidents (SA), an approach for predicting reactor behavior 
using computer simulation based on the physical phenomena is indispensable. Computational 
methods offer advantages such as the ability to simulate severe conditions where testing is im-
possible because of safety concerns, and the ability to evaluate the parameters that are difficult 
to measure in a test.

The melting and relocation of substances and their solidification are dominant features of 
various phenomena that occur under severe accident conditions. These include the melting of 
fuel rods and structural materials (corium), the solidification of corium in the coolant leading 
to the formation of debris, the spreading behavior of corium on the floor of the reactor, and 
the molten core concrete interaction (MCCI). Such melting and spreading behavior of corium 
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strongly influences the progress of phenomena in a reactor accident. On the other hand, phys-
ics-based simulation of such phenomena using mesh methods such as the finite element method 
(FEM) is difficult to apply because any significant change in the positions and shapes of molten 
substances during the progress of the accident results in heavy computational loads due to the 
need for remeshing near the surface. For the analysis of a system having such a free liquid sur-
face and significant deformation, the volume of fluid (VOF) method 2) or the particle method 3) 
is suitable. However, various phenomena such as heat transfer via radiation, liquid phase flow, 
solid phase movement, and the interaction of liquid and solid phases have to be taken into 
consideration. To date, an analysis that considers all of these factors has not been developed. 
The evaluation of the influence of various conditions and physical property values, such as the 
temperature and atmosphere inside the reactor, and chemical composition on the behavior of 
molten substances is possible if an analytical method for these phenomena can be developed. 
Moreover, such a method makes it possible to predict the important factors affecting individual 
phenomena. Furthermore, when a simulation experiment is conducted on the individual phe-
nomena that occur as a result of a severe accident, the actual test conditions can be efficiently 
determined by separately assessing the influence of each condition through a series of analyses 
with varying parameters. Furthermore, by the modeling of phenomena based on numerical ex-
perimental results, a more realistic and effective model can be recommended for the SA general 
analysis code represented by the Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) 4) or Methods of 
Estimation of Leakages and Consequences of Releases (MELCOR) 5), etc. 

Hence, in this study, a simulation code is developed implementing the physical models nec-
essary for analysis of the behavior of molten substances in the reactor. The simulation is aimed 
at facilitating analysis of the early phase of a reactor accident accompanied by the melting and 
solidification of substances. 

In this approach, the moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method 6), a kind of particle meth-
od, is adopted as a basis for analysis. Previous research by Koshizuka 7) and Li 8), has also 
applied the MPS method to the analysis of corium in reactor accidents. However, these analyses 
do not include re-solidification of molten substances by cooling, nor the movement of solid ma-
terials. Therefore, they are not suitable for the analysis of a system that is accompanied by the 
relocation of solid materials. The method by Guo et al 9). takes into consideration the movement 
of the solid materials before melting, but re-solidification of multiple solid bodies and molten 
droplets are not taken into account. Hence, in the present method, using the MPS method for 
fluid analysis forms a basis which allows various existing models for solid bodies, surface ten-
sion, heat conduction, and melting-solidification to be integrated. Thus, the kinetic behaviors 
of liquid and solid phases generated through melting-solidification and the interaction between 
them can be analyzed. Furthermore, this makes it possible to analyze the mobile behavior of 
corium, with recurring partial melting and solidification. A model for the radiation heat transfer 
and interfacial heat transfer between solid bodies in the MPS method is newly developed and 
implemented. In order to verify the feasibility and confirm the precision of the radiation heat 
transfer model and the interfacial heat transfer model, analysis was conducted on a system 
with a theoretical solution. Furthermore, simulated calculations for experiments corresponding 
to the spreading of corium on the floor and corium solidification, i.e., debris generation in the 
coolant, were analyzed. The feasibility of this code is confirmed by comparison with experi-
mental results, and a discussion is presented on the applicability of the present method to the 
simulation of individual phenomena in the case of a severe accident.
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II. MPS Method
1. Fluid Analysis Algorithm 

The particle method is a Lagrange method, in which the continuous body is expressed as an 
aggregate of particles, and the dominant equation is discretized to calculate the forces that work 
between these particles and the calculated force move the particles. In the MPS method, space 
derivatives such as the gradient, diffusion, and Laplacian that appear in the dominant equations 
are discretized using the models in Eqs. (1)–(3) 6).

 

(1)

(2)

(3)

where, φand u are physical quantities depicting the scalar and vector, respectively, i and j are 
the indexes for particles, d is the number of dimensions, r is the position vector and rij stands for 
the distance between particles i and j. w denotes a weight function that indicates the intensity of 
interaction between particles. In this study, a newly developed weight function model defined 
in Eq. (4) is used.

 
(4)

where r0 is the distance between the two closest particles in the initial scenario where the parti-
cles are lined up in a lattice configuration, and re denotes the influence radius. A larger influence 
radius will increase the computational load, while a smaller value will produce instability in 
the computation, such that the optimal value has to be determined while giving consideration 
to balancing those tendencies. An appropriate influence radius is considered to be 2–4 times as 
large as r0

 6) e.g., re = 2.1r0 is frequently used. On the other hand, in a method that deals with 
the surface tension 10), a value 3.2 times as much as r0 is recommended. In this study, re = 3.2r0 
was adopted because the surface tension is handled. n0, appearing in Eqs. (1)–(3) represents 
the representative particle number density calculated at the inner particle position of the initial 
configuration, and the particle number density of particle i is defined as the sum of weight func-
tions between all particles j around the particle i. Furthermore, λ in Eq. (3) denotes a factor for 
matching of the increase in statistical dispersion and the analytical solution 3), and is expressed 
by the following equation:

 
(5)

Tamai et al 11). came up with a formulation using the higher order terms that appear in the 
Taylor expansion of multivariable functions in place of Eqs. (1)–(3). Thereby, they developed 
a higher order precision differentiation model that can develop the space derivative with an 
arbitrary precision, taking into account the discretization of the space derivative of the MPS 
method. However, a concern is that the computation will diverge when the Particle Number 
Density (PND) condition (described later in this paper) is applied to the pressure source term. 
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Therefore, in this study, the conventional discretization model of MPS was adopted. 
The dominant equation in the analysis of non-compressive fluid is the Navier-Stokes equa-

tion:

 
(6)

The right-hand side terms denote the forces generated due to the pressure gradient, viscosity, 
and gravity, and surface tension, respectively. ρ and μ are the density and viscosity coefficient, 
respectively. At the first step, only the terms of viscosity, external force, and surface tension are 
computed by discretizing Eq. (6) into Eq. (7) to obtain the temporal velocity v* and position r*.

 

(7)

(8)

For computation of the viscosity term, the Laplacian model shown in Eq. (3) is used. Addition-
ally, the computation of the surface tension term f that appears in Eq. (7) is explained in the 
next section.

Next, the pressure at each particle position is computed by using the Poisson equation i.e., 
Eq. (9), with the particle number density n* and velocity v* computed at the particle position 
after computation with Eq. (8).

 
(9)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) is the PND (particle number density) condition 
while the second term stands for the DIV (divergence free) condition. Both of these two are 
derived from the incompressibility assumption of the system, and only one of the two was 
used in the conventional MPS method. However, there is a disadvantage in that the variation 
of numbers in each source term are generally large, and errors tend to accumulate. In the meth-
od adopted for this study, Eq. (9) was constructed with reference to the method proposed by 
Tanaka et al 12)., facilitating stable analysis while avoiding the accumulation of errors under 
an incompressibility condition by properly adjusting the parameter α between 0 and 1. In this 
research, as a result of analyses conducted by varying the value α in each analysis system as 
explained in sections IV and V, the tendency was confirmed that a larger value of α makes 
the computation more unstable. On the other hand, if α is set to a value that is too small, the 
non-compressive condition will collapse (the spatial volume occupied by the particles gradual-
ly decreases). Thus, the upper limit for stable computation was defined as α = 0.1.

After computing the pressure, the movement of particles resulting from the pressure gradient 
was computed using the following equation, derived from the improved gradient model in Eq. 
(1):

 
(10)

The details of deriving Eq. (10) are explained in the report by Oochi et al 13). This pressure 
gradient model is understood to compute the force applied on the particle i from the pressure 
at the center between particles i and j. This makes the computation stable because the resulting 
force from the pressure gradient is always exhibited as the repulsion force between particles. 
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2. Details of Additional Models

In this study, the simulation of a sophisticated system including various physical phenomena 
was made possible by implementing the models of heat conduction, interfacial heat transfer, 
radiation heat transfer, surface tension, melting and solidification, and rigid body dynamics in 
the conventional fluid analysis method mentioned in the previous section. An overview of the 
algorithm of the present method is shown in Figure 1. The items surrounded with a solid frame 
are the models added to this research, and their details are explained as follows:

(1) Heat conduction
To conduct a thermal field analysis, the enthalpy per unit volume and temperature T were 

given for each particle as the variables, similar to the method described by Koshizuka et al 6). 
The heat transfer was computed according to the thermal energy preservation law in Eq. (11):

 
(11)

where, K is the heat conductivity, and Q is the heat source. Furthermore, the enthalpy was set 
to zero at absolute zero point. Using the Laplacian model of Eq. (3), Eq. (11) is discretized to 
form Eq. (12). 

 
(12)

The relation between temperature T and enthalpy H is approximated with Eq. (13):

 

(13)

Fluid particle（（melt）） Rigid particle（（solidified）） Wall particle

Calculate heat migration (conduction, transfer, radiation)

Calculate viscosity and external force

Update the velocity and position

Update the status of particles (Melt or Solidified) 
according to the enthalpy values

Update the velocity and position

Calculate pressure by solving Poisson’s equation

Re-evalute the forces with rigid body model

Time t+Δt

Time t

Fluid particle（（melt）） Rigid particle（（solidified）） Wall particle

Existing method

Newly 
introduced in the 
present study

Calculate collision

Re-evalute the forces with rigid body model

Calculate surface tension

Figure 1   Schematic overview of the algorithm of the proposed method 
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where, Tm is the melting point, L is the latent heat, and cp is the specific heat. The specific heat 
was assumed to have no temperature dependence. Furthermore, an identical value was used for 
the density and specific heat, regardless of the particle conditions (molten or solidified).

(2) Interfacial heat conductance model
When different solids are in contact, the contact thermal resistance occurs on the interface. 

The value of contact thermal resistance is influenced to a large extent by the contacting pres-
sure, surface roughness, and heat conductivity of materials. In the present method, the inter-
facial heat conduction was treated by defining the heat transfer coefficient h between different 
solids. In the interfacial heat transfer computation, the combination of particles in contact is not 
detected in particular, but when a particle j belonging to a rigid particle group is detected within 
the influence radius of particle i belonging to another rigid particle group, the heat transfer Hi→j 
between particles i and j is evaluated by the following equation:

 
(14)

where, Wsum is the total sum of the weights function of the entire combination of particles in 
region A and particles in region B, shown in Figure 2, and is expressed with the following 
equation:

 
(15)

Using this expression, the heat quantity that moves from A to B through the interface in the 
center is equal to the theoretical value under the condition shown in Figure 2, where particles 
are configured in a lattice. To be exact, Eq. (14) is equal to the theoretical value only when the 
particles are configured in a lattice, but from the viewpoint of reducing the computational load, 
it was decided to utilize only the value computed with the lattice configuration of particles in 
the primary stage of computation as Wsum.

When either or both of the different phases are melted on the interface, the contact-condi-
tion dependent thermal resistance is assumed to be zero, i.e., the heat exchange between all 
particles that are present in the influence radius is evaluated using Eq. (12) when the particle i 
is in a molten state. However, the heat conductivity K in this state was set to an average of two 
particles. On the other hand, when a particle i was solidified and another particle j belonging to 

aS=r0
2

A B

TA TB

Figure 2    Hypothetical particle geometry on the interface between different phases for the estimation of 
several parameters
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a different rigid body particle group from particle i was present within its influence radius, Eq. 
(14) was used for evaluation of the amount of heat exchange between i and j.

For the particles located on the surface of the fluid or solid body, heat exchange with the 
atmosphere is considered. In the present method, no particle was set in the area corresponding 
to the atmosphere, and thus the method of Eq. (14) was not applicable. Hence, the heat transfer 
to the atmosphere was considered by varying the heat quantity using Eq. (16) for the surface 
particles.

 
(16)

where, hatm denotes the heat transfer coefficient to the atmosphere, and Tatm denotes the atmo-
spheric temperature.

In order to find a surface particle, a method was adopted that regards the particle for which ni 
< βn0 (β ≒ 0.97) holds true as a surface particle, making use of the fact that the value of particle 
number density decreases near the surface in the conventional particle method. However, the 
issue was that a local small value of the particle number density on the inside of a continuous 
body was determined as the surface. Hence, the following method was developed in consider-
ation of the positional information of adjacent particles to avoid erroneous surface detection:

 (17)

First, the vector ai in Eq. (17) was evaluated. This is the total sum of unit vectors in the direction 
of the relative positional vector of particle i and adjacent particle j. This vector has the property 
of having a larger absolute value if the location of the adjacent particle is concentrated in a 
single direction. Using this property, the particle that satisfies one of following three conditions 
is determined as a surface particle:

 
(18)

The coefficients that appear on the right-hand side are the values adjusted for properly deter-
mining surface particles in various shapes.

(3) Radiation model
For computing the heat transfer by radiation, a surface-to-surface model that assumes the 

diffusion of gray body thermal radiation was used, where the heat transfer by radiation is com-
puted on the basis of the shape coefficient between each element for all combinations of surface 
elements in the system. If the surface particles defined by the method in the previous section 
are used as the surface elements of the surface-to-surface model, the computational load is 
heavy. In this method, the surface elements were defined differently from the particles used for 
MPS calculation and evaluation, and radiation heat transfer is calculated between newly de-
fined surface elements,  as follows. First, the analysis space in which particles are present was 
divided by lattice cube geometry. This lattice was termed the surface element extraction lattice. 
When multiple surface particles were present in a surface element extraction lattice, they were 
defined as a single surface element (Figure 3). By defining the width of the surface element 
extraction lattice as a larger size, the load for computation of radiation was decreased. Based 
on the balance consideration, in this study, the size of the surface element extraction lattice was 
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defined to be of the same dimension as the influence radius, i.e., 3.2r0. 
Defining the size of the surface element extraction lattice as 3.2r0 was considered to be 

reasonable because the surface shape was comparatively smooth in the systems analyzed in this 
study treated in sections IV and V.

The surface area of surface element Sk defined in a surface element extraction lattice k is 
expressed by the following Equation:

 (19)

where, N is the number of surface particles present in the lattice k. Furthermore, the values 
of position vector xk and normal vector nk of the surface element are defined as the arithmetic 
average of position and normal vectors of surface particles present in the lattice k, respectively. 
Next, regarding the combination k and l of all surface elements, shape coefficient Fk,l was 
calculated using the following equation: 

 
(20)

where, rkl is the distance between surface element k and l, and θ is the angle formed by a line 
connecting the surface elements and the normal vector. Both of them are computed using the 
position and the normal vector acquired as described above. For the surface area and the shape 
coefficient evaluated with Eq. (19) and Eq. (20), several validating evaluations were conducted 
on some simple primitive shapes. The evaluations confirmed convergence, where smaller par-
ticle diameters led each value closer to its theoretical solution.

The quantity of heat released qout by thermal radiation and incident heat quantity qin are 
expressed with the following equations:

 

(21)

(22)

where, ε and σ are the emissivity and the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, respectively. In each 
time step, Eq. (21) was computed using qin = 0 as the initial value, and the acquired qout was 
substituted in Eq. (22). Next, the acquired qin was substituted in Eq. (21) and such repetition 
was conducted until convergence was observed. The converged values of qin and qout were 
adopted as the quantity of heat transferred by thermalradiation. The increase or decrease of heat 
quantity calculated for each surface element was uniformly distributed for surface particles that 

Figure 3   Definition of the surface elements

nk

nk’
Surface particle

Inner particle

Surface element
Lattice k
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belonged to the surface element.

(4) Surface tension model
A method using the inter-particle potential (Eq. (23)) developed by Kondo et al 10). was 

adopted for computation of surface tension:

 
(23)

The influence of surface tension was considered by applying the inter-particle potential force 
shown in Eq. (24) between particles i and j. The right-hand side of Eq. (24) is a primary spatial 
differential of Eq. (23).

 
(24)

The coefficient C in Eqs. (23) and (24) can be derived from Eq. (25) because the energy re-
quired for forming two surfaces of area r 02 by removing particle group A from particle group B 
in Figure 2 is equal to 2σr 02, thus Eq. (25) is obtained, and then C was derived.

 (25)

The potential coefficient C′ acting between the fluid particle and the wall particle was de-
fined by the following equation: 

 
(26)

where, θ is the contact angle between the fluid and wall. Furthermore, the surface tension 
coefficient σ12 that acts between particles in different liquid phases having a surface tension 
coefficient σ1 and σ2, respectively, was defined by the following equation assuming Antonov’s 
rule 14):

 (27)

(5) Melting and solidification model
Based on the temperature of particles evaluated using Eq. (13), whether a particle is in 

a molten or solidified state was determined by the following procedure. First, the particles 
with temperatures higher than the melting point were regarded to form a molten state, and an 
ordinary fluid computation process was applied for these. Next, the particles with temperatures 
lower than their melting points were regarded to form a solidified state, i.e., regarded as rigid 
body particles. The rigid body model, which is discussed later, was applied to compute the be-
havior of these particles. If the temperature was equal to the melting point, it was assumed that 
the particle is partially solidified, and the other part was in a molten state. In the methodology 
by Guo 9) et al., this state is treated as a fluid body, and the influence of partial solidification is 
simulated by increasing the viscosity. On the other hand, all the particles at temperatures below 
their melting point are treated as rigid body particles in this method.

The particles determined as solidified are classified according to the procedure described 
above into each rigid body particle group. For a cluster forming a solid body, a list is prepared 
of the particles that belong to it, and the ID of each of these particles is stored. 

If solidified particle i at time t already was in a solidified state at time t − Δt, belonging to 
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a rigid particle group, then it is assumed to belong to the same particle group at time t as well. 
Furthermore, if particle i was in a molten state at time t − Δt and is in a solidified state at time 
t, it is regarded as belonging to the same solid particle group of another rigid particle j in the 
neighborhood, which satisfies Eq. (28), indicating that particles i and j are close enough to each 
other. If such particle j does not exist, a new solid particle group is defined and particle i is 
assigned to it. Furthermore, when a particle that was in a solidified state at t − Δt and enters a 
molten state at time t, then this particle is deleted from the solid particle group list. 

 (28)

Eq. (28) is used for determining whether particles i and j are in contact. It is more natural to 
define the right-hand side as r0, but for some cases the distance between adjacent particles is 
larger than r0 due to the oscillation caused by the pressure gradient between the surrounding 
particles. For this reason, when the contact determination distance is defined as r0, a tendency 
towards scattered solidified zones was observed. To avoid this, the standard of distance for 
determining the contact condition of particles was defined as √ 2  r0 which is larger than r0.

(6) Rigid body model
The movement of solid particle group Π is computed using the following method 15) that 

adopts the quaternion. First, the coordination of the gravity point of a rigid body Π, rg,Π is 
expressed as 

 (29)

where, NΠ is the number of particles that belong to rigid body particle group Π. Then, the mass 
of rigid body M and inertia tensor I are acquired with the following equations:

 

(30)

(31)

The rig = (rig,x , rig,y , rig,z) in Eq. (31) is the relative position vector of particle i from the refer-
ence point of the gravity center rg,Π. In order to proceed with the rotation in three-dimensional 
coordinates, a four-dimensional number, named quaternion Q, is used. The quaternion at time t 
is described with the following equation:

 (32)

The momentum PΠ and angular momentum LΠ of rigid body Π are given according to the 
following equation:

 

(33)

(34)

Here, the actions by the viscosity term, external force term and surface tension terms are com-
puted using Eq. (7) for all particles that belong to the rigid body Π, and similarly with other 
fluid particles. However, the positions acquired from Eq. (8) are not overwritten. Since the 
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force acting on particle i can be expressed as 

 (35)

the force and torque acting on the rigid body Π are obtained in terms of Eqs. (36) and (37) 
respectively:

 

(36)

(37)

Applying the relation of angular momentum and angular velocity (L = Iω), the angular ve-
locity of the rigid body at time dt after an action of torque is acquired in the following equation:

 (38)

where, I−1 is an inverse matrix of inertia tensor I. The quaternion Q′ after dt is expressed as,

 (39)

where, dQ denotes the magnitude of rotation that occurs during dt, expressed as dQ = (cos(θ/2), 
asin(θ/2)), using the rotation axis a = ω/|ω| and rotation angle θ = |ω|dt. The relationship be-
tween the rotation matrix R and quaternion is expressed by Eq. (39):

 
(40)

Hence, the position of particle i that belongs to rigid body Π after dt is acquired by Eq. (41):

 (41)

Such computation has to be conducted again when computing the pressure gradient term fol-
lowing the computation of pressure.

When there is a collision between two rigid bodies or between a rigid body and the wall, it is 
treated by permitting a micro-overlap between particles, similar to the discrete element method 
(DEM) 16), and generating a reaction force fc defined by Eq. (42).

 
(42)

where, m is the mass of the particle, and rc is the collision distance and equals to r0. Furthermore, 
Kc is a factor that determines the magnitude of the reaction force, i.e., the repulsion coefficient, 
and the value Kc = 1.0 was used for the computation of collision between rigid bodies.

3. Measures for Stabilizing Computation

Generally, when the particle number density becomes locally high, the pressure increases, 
which results in instability in the computation. To prevent this, in the present method, the insta-
bility was avoided by specifying a reaction force between fluid particles that have approached 
each other beyond a certain distance. For computation of reaction force, Eq. (42) was used, 
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which is identical to the equation describing the collision between rigid bodies. The collision 
distance of rc = 0.65r0 and the repulsion coefficient of Kc = 0.1 were adopted.

Another instability risk is the zero-pressure of the surface particles, which results in the 
distance between surface particles becoming too close. Therefore, rc = 0.75r0 was adopted only 
for the case of a collision between surface particles in order to avoid an excessively close 
distance between surface particles. The collision distance and repulsion coefficient used in 
these conditions are the ones estimated as most appropriate from the viewpoint of the stability 
of computation.

III. Computation for Validation
1. Validation Analyses of Heat Conduction and Interfacial Heat Transfer

As a benchmark analysis of the heat conduction and interfacial heat transfer models in-
troduced in this study, a constant heat conduction analysis on a thick cylinder was conducted 
using the system shown in Figure 4 17). The temperature distribution in the radial direction was 
calculated, where the cylindrical area (Area 0) and the cylinder external area (Ω2) are regarded 
as the fixed temperature boundary of T0 = 333 K and T2 = 293 K, respectively. The coefficient 
of heat transfer for boundary Ω1 between Area 0 and Area 1 and the boundary Ω2 between Area 
1 and Area 2 were defined as h1 = 4,800 W/m/m/K and h2 = 1,500 W/m/m/K, respectively. The 
heat conductivity in Area 1 was defined as λ1, and the heat quantity q1 that passes through the 
area in a static state is calculated by the following equation:

 

(43)

Hence, the inner wall temperature Tin and outer wall temperature Tout are expressed as follows:

 

(44)

(45)

Using these equations, the theoretical solution for the inside of the cylinder is:

Figure 4   Configuration of the simulation of cylinders for verification of the interfacial heat transfer model
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(46)

A two dimensional analysis was made with 2907 particles where r0 = 0.005 m for configuring 
the inner and outer cylinders. No particle is placed outside a cylinder. The analysis result of the 
static state is shown in Figure 5. Furthermore, the comparison of a theoretical solution using 
Eq. (46) and the computed result is shown in Figure 6. The horizontal axis denotes the distance 
in the radial direction in Area 1 and the vertical axis denotes the temperature. In a system where 
the heat transfer coefficient and heat conductivity are dominant, an analysis result that agrees 
with the theoretical solution was acquired. A good agreement at r = r1, where the temperature 
is strongly influenced by the interfacial heat transfer coefficient h1, indicated that the interfacial 
heat transfer model was reasonable. Similarly, the computation of temperature at r = r2 also 
showed good agreement with the theoretical solution. Consequently, the reasonability of the 
model of heat transfer to the atmosphere expressed by Eq. (16) was confirmed.

2. Validation Analysis of Radiation Model

As a benchmark analysis of the radiation model, computation of thermal migration by radia-
tion between the inner sphere fixed in a space having a radius of R1 = 0.003 m and an outer shell 
having an inner radius of R2 = 0.01 m was conducted, as shown in Figure 7. The inner surface 
of the outer shell was defined as the fixed temperature boundary of T2=873.15 K, and the initial 
temperature of inner sphere T1,0 was defined as 1673.5 K. Finally, the change in temperature of 
the inner sphere due to heat migration by radiation was computed.

The heat conductivity of the inner sphere was assumed to be sufficiently high, and the 

Figure 5   Temperature distribution in the simulation of cylinders in terminal static state

333K

293K

Figure 6   Comparison of theoretical and simulaiton results for temperature simulation in cylinders
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temperature distribution in the inner sphere was assumed as always uniform. The relationship 
between time t and the inner sphere temperature T1,t is expressed by the following equation 18):

 
(47)

where, A1 and A2 denote the surface area of the inner sphere and inner surface area of outer 
shell, respectively; ρ, V, and Cp are the density, volume, and specific heat, respectively, of the 
inner sphere. The system analyzed with the present method is shown in Figure 8. The green 
particles denote the surface of the inner sphere and the red particles denote the inner surface of 
the outer shell. The particle diameter was 0.00035 m, the total number of particles was 49,525, 
and dt was defined as 0.01 s. The time progression of the inner sphere temperature acquired 

Figure 9   Comparison of theoretical and simulation results of the temperature behavior of the sphere
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Inner ball

Outer 
shell

Figure 7    Simulation configuration of a sphere within an outer shell for verification of the heat radiation model 

Figure 8   Configuration of the particles for the simulation of a sphere within an outer shell.
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by the analysis is shown in Figure 9 along with the theoretical solution using Eq. (47). The 
theoretical solution was consistent with the analysis results, confirming the reasonability of the 
radiation model developed in this study.

IV. Analysis of Cylinder Melting Test
1. Model and Conditions

For the analysis of spreading of molten materials on the floor in a nuclear reactor accident, 
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was 655 K. The tin cylinder was 0.005 m high, and its diameter was 0.02 m. The physical 
properties of the materials used for the analysis are shown in Table 1. The heat transfer from 
the surface of the materials to the air atmosphere was defined as 25 W/m2/K, which is a typical 
value if air with natural convection 20) is assumed. According to Yuan et al 21)., the contact angle 
between molten tin and alumina is approximately 160º, but this is a value in an environment 
where the oxygen partial pressure is 8.56 × 10−6 MPa, and it has been reported that the con-
tacting angle has the tendency to decrease with an increase in the oxygen partial pressure. 
Because this analysis was conducted in an air atmosphere, the contacting angle was assumed 
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The analyses were repeated while increasing the interfacial heat transfer coefficient by 1,000 
and adopted a heat transfer of 32,000 W/m2/K, as the closest melting start time to the test, 1.1 s, 
was acquired by the analysis using this value. In the analysis performed in this study, only the 
above-mentioned interfacial heat transfer coefficient was used as an adjusting parameter, while 
other physical properties were adopted from the literature.

In a cylinder melting test analysis using this method, there was a situation where only the 
particles on one perimeter of the cylinder bottom were melted immediately after melting of the 
cylinder started. When the pressure became zero because molten particles were determined as 
surface particles, a phenomenon where they were pulled into the inside of a rigid body because 
an attraction force due to surface tension potential was applied from the surrounding rigid 
body particles was observed. To avoid this, the collision distance was defined as rc = 0.85r0 
only for the collision computation of fluid particles and rigid body particles. The coefficient of 
restitution was defined as Kc = 0.1 similarly to the collision between fluid particles. All other 
numerical analysis parameters were adopted from those described in section II.

The parameters relevant to the particle method analysis are shown in Table 2. 
The tin cylinder and alumina plate models were formed into a three-dimensional particle 

model. The size of the tin cylinder was designed to correspond to the actual shape and size of 
the physical cylinder. On the other hand, the alumina plate used for the test was a square shape 
of 0.1 m × 0.1 m, while from the viewpoint of decreasing the computational load, a disc shape 
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of diameter 0.045 m was adopted for analysis. The total number of particles was 22,540.

2. Analysis Result

A comparison of the results acquired by the analysis and testing on cylinder melting are 
shown in Figure 10 and the results are depicted in Table 3. In the experiment, the melting 
initiated at 1 s after start, and a change in the height was confirmed at 10 s. The melting of the 
cylinder was complete after 18 s 19). In the simulation, on the other hand, melting started at 1.1 
s. Following this, the change in height and melting of the entire cylinder was observed at 9.5 
s and 18.1 s, respectively. Hence, this proved that the test results were simulated with good 
precision. Viewing the cylinder section in the simulation result, the melting of the cylinder was 
confirmed to have started from the periphery of the surface, contacting with the alumina plate 
and spreading to the upper side and in the cylinder center direction. Furthermore, the visible 
change in height was confirmed to have occurred at 9.5 s, caused by the pushing out of the 
molten zone of the lower part to the outside due to compression by the remaining solid zone in 
the upper part after all particles in the bottom surface of cylinder had melted. The molten zone 
of the cylinder maintained the oval shape due to surface tension.

The interfacial heat transfer from the alumina plate to the tin cylinder was dominant im-
mediately after test start. After this, the heat transfer to the tin cylinder was restricted by the 
heat conduction from the periphery of the alumina plate to the center zone, as the temperatures 
of the tin cylinder and the alumina plate in the zone immediately below the cylinder were 
almost equal after 9.5 s when a change in height of the cylinder was observed. In this analysis, 
the air flow around the cylinder was not computed, and a simplified model was used instead 
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を回避するため，本解析においては流体粒子と剛体粒子の
衝突計算においてのみ，衝突距離を rc＝0.85r0とした。反
発係数は流体粒子同士の衝突と同じ Kc＝0.1とした。これ
以外の数値解析パラメータについてはすべて第 II章で述
べた値を用いた。
　Table 2に粒子法解析に関わるパラメータを示す。錫

円柱およびアルミナ板を 3次元の粒子モデルで作成した。
錫円柱は実際の形状と同じサイズとした。他方，試験に用
いられたアルミナ板は 0.1 m×0.1 mの正方形であった
が，計算負荷低減の観点から，解析では直径が 0.045 m
の円盤型とした。全粒子数は 22,540である。

2. 解析結果
　円柱溶融の解析結果と試験結果の比較を Fig. 10に示
す。また，高さ方向の変化の開始および全溶融までにか
かった時間の比較を Table 3に表す。試験では開始 1秒
後に溶融が始まり，10秒後に高さ方向の変化が確認され，
18秒までにすべての溶融が終了した19）。一方，シミュレー
ションにおいて，界面熱伝達係数をフィッティングパラ
メータとして調整することで溶融が 1.1秒後に開始する結
果を得た。それに続く高さ方向の変化と全溶融はそれぞれ
9.5秒後，18.1秒後に確認されており，試験結果を精度よ
く模擬できているといえる。シミュレーション結果の円柱
断面の様子から，円柱の溶融はアルミナ板と接した面の外
周部から始まり，上方および円柱の中心方向に広がって
いったことが確認された。また，9.5秒後に発生したみた
目の高さの変化は，円柱の底面に当たる粒子がすべて溶融
し，上部に残った固体部分から圧縮を受けることにより下
部の溶融部が外側に押し出されたことによるものであるこ
とが確認された。円柱の溶融部は表面張力によって楕円形

Table 1　 Physical parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a metallic cylinder on a hot plate

Physical parameters Tin Alumina

Initial temp. ［K］ 300 655
Melting temp. ［K］ 505 ―
Density ［kg/m3］ 7,000 4,000

Heat conductivity （fluid） ［W/m/K］ 30.0 ―
Heat conductivity （solid） ［W/m/K］ 66.6 30.0

Heat capacity ［J/kg/K］ 228.4 780.0
Latent heat ［J/kg］ 59,600 ―

Surface tension ［N/m］ 0.5 ―
Contact angle of the tin on the 

alumina ［degrees］ 150

Kinematic viscosity ［m2/sec］ 1.3×10－7 ―
Heat transfer coefficient （air） 

［W/m2/K］ 25 25

Heat transfer coefficient between solid 
tin and alumina ［W/m2/K］ 32,000

Table 2　 Particle parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a metallic cylinder on a hot plate

Tin cylinder Alumina plate

Number of particles 6,776 15,764
Thickness ［m］ 0.005 0.0025
Diameter ［m］ 0.02 0.04

Particle size r0 ［m］ 0.000625
dt ［sec］ 2.0×10－4

Table 3　 Chronology of key phenomena in the experi-
ment and the simulation

Experiment Simulation

Onset of melting  1  1.1
Onset of height change 10  9.5

End of deformation 18 18.1

Fig. 10　 Comparison of the experimental19） and simulation results of the melting of a cylinder on a hot plate 
（The color of particles indicate the temperature except gray particles which correspond to the melt）.

Table 2   Particle parameters for the simulation of the melting of a metallic cylinder on a hot plate
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that calculated the heat exchange between the cylinder surface and air with a constant heat 
transfer coefficient. The amount of heat exchange between the cylinder surface and air was 
sufficiently smaller than that from the alumina plate, and the influence was assumed to be 
miniscule. Regarding the comparison of shape, the experimental result was reproduced well by 
the simulation. The visual contact angle of less than 150º was explained to be due the influence 
of weight of the molten tin, etc. 

It was confirmed that the melting could be analyzed with a reasonable degree of precision 
when the influence of surface tension or the phase transition is dominant. Given that this sys-
tem is the behavior of fluid aggregation by surface tension on the floor, this is a phenomenon 
resembling the spreading of corium on the floor as part of the elementary process of a reactor 
accident. As the corium spreads across the floor, reduced friction with floor due to the formation 
of a gaseous phase at the interface between the corium and concrete floor may occur. This 
method may be applicable to the analysis of such corium spreading behavior by introducing a 
model that accurately simulates the corium-concrete reaction.

On the other hand, a part of the melting phenomena that may occur in a reactor accident 
is the eutectic reaction such as Zircalloy/UO2, Ni/Zr, etc. To handle this, it is necessary to 
consider the formation of a liquid phase that spreads with the speed controlled by the reaction 
between different types of substances. However, because the formation of a liquid phase area 
and spreading occurs on a smaller scale than the typical length of flux, it is not realistic to 
directly model the eutectic reaction for analysis from the viewpoint of computation load. As 
a solution to this issue, a method that includes the modeling of the liquid phase quantity as 
a function defined by time, temperature and the particle configuration may be adopted. By 
introducing a proper eutectic reaction model, this code will be also be applicable to the melting 
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Table 3   Chronology of key phenomena in the experiment and the simulation
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Figure 10    Comparison of the experimental 19) and simulation results of the melting of a cylinder on a hot plate 
(Color of the particles indicate temperature, with the exception of gray particles that correspond to 
the melted portion)
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phenomena of fuel and cladded tubes.

V. Solidification Analysis of Debris in Coolant Material
1. Analysis Models and Analysis Conditions

As a benchmark for a system that includes different types of liquid phases, analysis was 
conducted on a testing system that simulated the solidification process of a molten substance 
dropped in the coolant 22). For the test, a molten droplet of aluminum was dropped in a sodium 
pool in a stainless steel cylindrical container (I.D. 0.108 m and 0.3 m deep), and the shape of 
collected solidified aluminum was observed. The weight of the aluminum liquid droplet was 
about 5 g, and it was dropped from a height of 0.18 m from the surface of the sodium pool. 
The physical parameters of the analysis are shown in Table 4 22). Three different temperatures 
960 K, 1,100 K, and 1,200 K were adopted as the initial temperature of the aluminum droplet. 
This analysis focused on a range of conditions where boiling of sodium does not occur, and the 
initial temperature of the aluminum droplet was set within a range where the sodium tempera-
ture does not exceed the boiling temperature.  

The parameters relevant in the particle method analysis are shown in Table 5. This analysis 
was conducted in two dimensions and the particle diameter was 0.001 m. The total number of 
particles, including the wall particles, was 35,756. An aluminum droplet of diameter 0.02 m 
was set immediately above the sodium liquid surface and an initial downward speed of 2.0 m/s 
was specified in the analysis. The parameters that are not listed in Table 5 are all adopted 
from the values explained in section II, and no adjustment of the parameters specific to debris 
solidification analysis was made.

Table 4   Physical parameters for the simulation of a molten metallic droplet being dropped into a coolant pool
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り，ナトリウムプールの水面から 0.18 mの高さから滴下
された。解析に用いた物性値を Table 422）に示す。アルミ
ニウム液滴の初期温度は 960 K, 1,100 K, 1,200 Kの 3通
りで解析を実施した。本解析はナトリウムの沸騰が起こら
ない条件に的を絞っており，アルミニウム液滴の初期温度
は接触時のナトリウムの温度がナトリウムの沸点を超えな
い範囲で設定した。
　Table 5に粒子法解析に関わるパラメータを示す。本
解析は 2次元とし，粒子径は 0.001 mとした。壁粒子を
含む全粒子数は 35,756であった。ナトリウム液面の直上
に直径が 0.02 mのアルミニウム液滴を設置し，下方向に
2.0 m/secの初期速度を与えた状態を解析の初期状態とし
た。Table 5に記載されていないパラメータについては，
すべて第 II章で記述した値を用いており，デブリ凝固解
析に特有のパラメータ調整などは行っていない。

2. 解析結果と考察
　アルミニウム液滴の初期温度の異なる 3通りの解析結
果を Fig. 11に示す。図中右側のシミュレーション結果に
おいて，赤色粒子は溶融状態のアルミニウム，黒色粒子は
凝固した状態のアルミニウム，そして灰色粒子はナトリウ
ムを表す。どの初期温度の結果においてもナトリウムプー
ルに突入したアルミニウム液滴はまず慣性力とナトリウム
プールからの反発力により圧縮され大きく変形する。その

の形状を保持したままであった。解析結果から，試験開始
直後はアルミナ板から錫円柱への界面熱伝達が支配的であ
る一方，高さ方向の変化がみられた 9.5秒後には，錫円柱
の温度と円柱直下の領域のアルミナ板の温度がほぼ等しく
なっていることから，これ以降の錫円柱への熱移動はアル
ミナ板周囲から中心部に向けての熱伝導に律束されている
ということがわかった。本解析では円柱周りの空気の流動
は計算せず，円柱表面と空気の間で一定の熱伝達率で熱交
換を行う簡易モデルを用いているが，空気との熱交換量は
アルミナ板からの熱伝達に比べると十分に小さく，影響は
少ないと考えられる。全溶融後の形状を比較すると，表面
張力と重力の釣り合いにより縦方向につぶれた球のような
形状にまとまっている様子がよく再現された。なお，壁と
のみた目の接触角が 150°より小さいのは溶融したスズの
自重の影響などによるものである。
　円柱溶融試験の解析結果から，本手法を用いることで表
面張力や溶融による相変化の影響が大きい体系において，
その挙動を妥当な精度で解析できることが確認された。本
解析体系は床上で表面張力によってまとまる液体の挙動で
あることを考えると，原子炉事故の素過程のうちコリウム
の床上広がりに似た現象である。コリウムの床上広がりに
おいては，コリウムとコンクリート床の界面でコンクリー
ト側からガス相が形成され床との摩擦が小さくなるといっ
た事象が考えられる。このコリウム -コンクリート間の反
応を適切に模擬したモデルを導入することで本手法がコリ
ウムの床上広がり挙動の解析に適用可能であるという見通
しが得られた。
　他方，原子炉事故で発生し得る溶融現象の一部は，ジル
カロイ被覆管 /UO2燃料，Ni/Zr系，Fe/Zr系といった
共晶反応によるものである。共晶反応を取り扱うためには
異種個体間において反応律速で広がる液相形成を考慮する
必要がある。しかし，液相領域の形成と広がりは流動にお
ける代表長さより小さいスケールで発生するため，解析に
おいて共晶反応をそのままモデル化することは計算負荷の
観点から現実的ではない。これに対しては共晶反応によっ
て発生する液相領域の量を時間や温度，および粒子配置か
ら定まる関数としてモデル化するといった手法が考えられ
る。適切な共晶反応モデルを導入することにより，本コー
ドをさらに燃料や被覆管の溶融現象に対して適用すること
ができると考えられる。

V. 冷却材中のデブリ凝固解析

1. 解析モデルと解析条件
　異なる種類の液相を含む体系のベンチマークとして，冷
却材中に落下した溶融物の凝固過程を模擬した試験体系22）

で解析を実施した。試験では内径 0.108 m，深さ 0.3 mの
ステンレス鋼製円筒容器内に装荷したナトリウムプール中
に溶融アルミニウムを滴下し，回収したアルミニウム凝固
物の形状が観察された。アルミニウム液滴は 5 g程度であ

Table 4　 Physical parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a freezing of a metallic molten drop 
in a coolant pool22）

Physical parameters Al Na

Initial temp. ［K］ 960, 1,100, or 1,200 540
Melting temp. ［K］ 933 ―
Density ［kg/m3］ 2,357 885

Heat conductivity （fluid） 
［W/m/K］ 97.4 78.0

Heat conductivity （solid） 
［W/m/K］ 238 ―

Heat capacity ［J/kg/K］ 1,080 1,310
Latent heat ［J/kg］ 395,000 115,000

Surface tension ［N/m］ 0.878 0.179
Kinematic viscosity 
［m2/sec］ 4.3×10－6 4.3×10－6

Heat transfer coefficient 
（air） ［W/m2/K］ 25 25

Table 5　 Particle parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a freezing of a metallic molten drop 
in a coolant pool

Al droplet Na pool

Number of particles 305 32,591
Particle size r0 ［m］ 0.001

dt ［sec］ 2.0×10－5

Table 5    Particle parameters for the simulation of a molten metallic droplet being dropped into a coolant pool

Physical parameters Al Na

Initial temp. [K] 960,  1,100,  or  1,200 540
Melting temp. [K] 933 ─
Density [kg/m 3] 2,357 885

Heat conductivity (fluid) [W/m/K] 97.4 78.0 
Heat conductivity (solid) [W/m/K] 238 ─

Heat capacity [J/kg/K] 1,080 1,310
Latent heat [J/kg] 395,000 115,000

Surface tension [N/m] 0.878 0.179
Kinematic viscosity [m 2/sec] 4.3 × 10 −6 4.3 × 10 −6

Heat transfer coefficient (air) [W/m 2/K] 25 25
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2. Analysis Results and Discussion

The three analysis results with different initial aluminum droplet temperatures are shown in 
Figure 11. In the simulation results on the right side of chart, the red particles depict alumi-
num in a molten state, while the black particles depict aluminum in a solidified state, and the 
gray particles depict the sodium. The results obtained with all initial temperatures exhibited 
significant deformation of the aluminum droplet that plunged into the sodium pool, due to com-
pression by the inertia and the repulsion from the sodium pool. For the case where the initial 
temperature of the droplet was 960 K, the entire bottom part of the aluminum droplet solidified 
due to aluminum-sodium heat transfer. 

Resultantly, a cup-like crust of the aluminum drop was formed. After that, the upper part 
was cooled by contact with sodium and finally the whole drop solidified into a cup-like shape. 
On the other hand, in the case where the initial temperature of the droplet was 1,100 K, a crust 
covering the entire bottom area as observed at the initial temperature of 960 K was not formed. 
The aluminum droplet separated into several masses and fragmented due to the tensile viscous 
forces, etc., accompanying the sodium flow. Also in the case where the initial temperature of 
the droplet was 1,200 K, the tensile forces caused similar behaviors. In this case, separation into 
even smaller fragments occurred. For comparison, the solidified aluminum fragments obtained 
in the experiment are shown on the left side of Figure 11. In the experiment, when the tempera-
ture of the aluminum droplet was comparatively low (1,131 K), a solidified substance having a 
cup-like shape was formed, and when the temperature was high (1,272 K), branch-like and fine 
particle solids were formed. These results closely correspond to the appearance of the shapes 
acquired in the simulation. Furthermore, the sizes of solidified substances were in rough agree-
ment between experiment and the simulation. Thus, the analysis results by the present method 
reproduced the phenomenon well. On the other hand, the cup-like solidified substances were 
generated at 960 K, while the branch-like and fine particles were generated at initial droplet 
temperatures of 1,100 and 1,200 K in the simulation. These temperatures were comparatively 

Initial temperature of Al : 960K

Initial temperature of Al : 1100K

Initial temperature of Al : 1200K

0 sec 0.04 sec 0.14 sec 0.26 sec

Initial temperature of Al : 1131K

Initial temperature of Al : 1272K

20mm

20mm

20mm

Figure 11    Appearance of the frozen Al droplet obtained in the experiment 22) (left) and the result of the simu-
lation (right). Black: Al (Solidified), Red: Al (melt), Gray: Na (melted)
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lower than those in the experiment. This can be explained, as the initial temperature acquired in 
the experiment was measured in the upper part of the melting crucible, while the temperature 
decreased when collision occurred with the sodium pool, possibly due to heat exchange with 
the air during the fall, etc.

 In the test 22), a tip with a large curvature factor is formed when the sodium liquid surface 
rejoins after separation caused by the collision with the aluminum droplet, and a sodium jet 
caused by the surface tension acting at this location was observed on the liquid surface. This 
sodium jet is assumed to have similarly occurred in a downwards vertical direction. In this 
analysis, the reproduction of this downward sodium jet was confirmed as well (Figure 12). 

Because the qualitative analysis of the generation of the aluminum solidified substance was 
successful, the analysis of solidification behavior of the metal droplet that plunged into the 
coolant under a range of conditions confirmed that it was not accompanied by the boiling of 
the coolant. Therefore, this code is expected to be similarly applicable to the analysis of the 
behavior of portions of corium that are generated in the reactor. Furthermore, this analysis was 
conducted in two dimensions in order to reduce the computational load; however, the stability 
and the reasonability of computation is expected to remain intact when expanded to three di-
mensions. Significant results could be generated by conducting three-dimensional analyses on 
systems that are difficult to reduce to two dimensions, such as non-symmetrical shapes. 

In this analysis, the range of initial temperatures of the aluminum droplet focused on the 
range where the initial temperature is lower than the boiling temperature of sodium in this 
analysis. However, when the contact temperature of the droplet and sodium pool exceeds the 
boiling temperature of sodium, the evaporation of sodium and the generation of a steam film 
may dominate the phenomenon. Considering application to the early phase of a nuclear reactor 
accident, boiling of the coolant (water) in a light water reactor may influence the progress of 
the phenomenon. Furthermore, no particle is positioned in the air zone in this analysis, and 
only the heat transfer between the surface of a substance and the atmosphere is considered as 
an influence of the atmosphere. In an actual situation, the influence of air sucking on the sodium 
flux is considered to exist. As a future subject for analysis of such conditions, the evaporation 
of liquid and the motion of gas have to be taken into consideration.

VI. Conclusions
The models of heat transfer, interfacial heat transfer, heat radiation, melting/solidification, 

rigid body, and surface tension were implemented in the MPS method code. The newly devel-
oped heat radiation model and interfacial heat transfer model in this study have been analyzed 
in a system with a theoretical solution, and good agreement between analysis results and theo-
retical values was confirmed. 

As a benchmark analysis of the present method, the cylinder melting test and the debris 

Figure 12   Appearance of the sodium jet leaping down from the sodium pool surface
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solidification test in the coolant were simulated, and good reproduction of the phenomena was 
realized in each case. The analysis of phenomena such as the spreading of corium on the floor is 
possible by the present method, provided properly modeled phenomena that are assumed to oc-
cur in corium-concrete are implemented for simulation of the early phase of a reactor accident. 
Furthermore, with respect to debris solidification in the coolant, a more meticulous analysis is 
possible by implementing a model that takes into account the influence of the generation of gas 
phase, etc. 

We would like to take this opportunity to express our sincerest gratitude to Mr. Takanari 
Ogata, Mr. Satoshi Nishimura, and Mr. Masahiro Furuya of the Central Research Institute of 
Electric Power Industry for valuable advice and comments on this study. 
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